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ABSTRACT: Nanopore direct RNA sequencing (dRNA-Seq) reads reveal RNA modifications through consistent error profiles spe-
cific to a modified nucleobase. However, a null dataset is required to identify actual RNA modification-associated errors for distin-
guishing it from confounding high intrinsic sequencing errors. Here, we reveal that inosine creates signature mismatch error in dRNA-
Seq reads and obviates the need for a null dataset by harnessing the selective reactivity of acrylonitrile for validating the presence of 
actual inosine modifications. Selective reactivity of acrylonitrile towards inosine altered multiple dRNA-Seq parameters like insertion 
frequency, signal intensity and trace value. We also deduced the stoichiometry of inosine modification through deviation in signal 
intensity and trace value using this chemical biology approach. Furthermore, we devised Nano ICE-Seq, a protocol to overcome the 
low coverage issue associated with direct RNA sequencing. Taken together, our chemical probe-based approach may facilitate the 
knockout-free detection of disease-associated RNA modifications in clinical scenarios. 
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A total of 172 RNA modifications1 collectively 
termed “Epitranscriptome” are known to exist in biological 
systems. RNA Modifications exert a spectrum of regulatory 
function over cellular RNAs ranging from base pairing to 
protein binding2. Adenosine- to-inosine (A-I) is one of the 
highly abundant post-transcriptional RNA modifications cat-
alyzed by adenosine deaminase. These modifications regu-
late neuronal response, ion channel conformations, and neu-
ral signaling in the brain3. At the RNA level, A-I editing al-
ters coding potential4,5, stability6, decay7, translation4, and 
microRNA binding8. Accordingly, dysregulation of A-I ed-
iting enzymes and their co-regulatory proteins are implicated 
in complex diseases from cancer to neurological disorders9. 
Consequently, differential A-I editing landscape can poten-
tially serve as disease-specific diagnostic biomarkers. How-
ever, the method to rapidly profile them in a clinical scenario 
is still underexplored. Most RNA modification profiling 
methods use sequencing by synthesis (SBS) chemistry that 
requires reverse transcription (RT) of RNA into DNA. While 
most RNA modifications are RT-silent, A-I editing shows A 
> G or U>C mutation profiles and is a reliable proxy for A-I 
calling. Paired genome sequencing10 (or) ADAR knockout 
transcriptome 11 (or) acrylonitrile-based chemical erasing of 
inosine reads12 are some of the methods employed for high 
confident detection of A-I editing sites.  Though the acrylo-
nitrile-based approach is easy to adapt, it carries over the lim-
itation of the SBS platform, such as a) laborious sample prep-
aration, b) lesser reproducibility due to multi-step sample/li-
brary preparation, c) error-prone stoichiometry estimates 

caused by RNA fragmentation and d) difficulty to simulta-
neously map multiple modifications in a single run13. Bran-
ton D, Deamer DW, and Bayley H et al. first demonstrated 
direct RNA/DNA sequencing of synthetic oligonucleotides 
using S. aureus α-hemolysin pore14,15. Turner and colleagues 
also demonstrated direct sequencing of RNA using E. coli 
curli transport channel CsgG pore16. 

Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) operates by 
ratcheting DNA/RNA into the modified version of this dual 
constricted CsgG pore. The migrating nucleic acid triggers a 
distinct change in the stable current maintained across the 
pore. The resulting pattern is base called to a corresponding 
nucleic acid sequence with machine learning algorithms. 
dRNA-Seq obviates the need for reverse transcription and 
overcomes the need for laborious protocols used in SBS plat-
forms. Furthermore, dRNA-Seq uses the native RNA, their 
current pattern and mapped reads reveal RNA modifications 
primarily as mismatch errors or as a change in other param-
eters17,18,19,20. Above ONT parameters associated with RNA, 
modifications are readily available from dRNA-seq reads 
without any chemical/antibody treatment on native RNA. 

In this work, we focused on A-I editing sites detec-
tion from dRNA-Seq reads. We employed a long synthetic 
transcript harboring identical K-mers as that of biologically 
occurring A-I editing sites and identified mismatch error as 
an accurate predictor of A-I modification. However, the 
RNA modification associated errors in dRNA-Seq reads are  
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Figure 1. Schematics of acrylonitrile cyanoethylation reaction and over-
view of the workflow. (A) Acrylonitrile selectively reacts with Inosine (I) 
to give N1-cyanooethylinsoine (CEI) (B) Overview of the workflow used in 
this study to identify I-modification using acrylonitrile reactivity from direct 
RNA-Seq reads. 

also confounded by single-nucleotide polymorphism/varia-
tions (SNP/SNV) or the intrinsic ONT platform noise. Ac-
cordingly, Liu et al. devised a strategy to identify N6-
methyladenosine RNA modification-associated mismatch 
errors by comparing the wild-type RNA with modifications 
and contrasting them with the modification-free RNA de-
rived from the knockout studies21. For validating inosine(I)-
modification associated mismatch error, we harnessed the 
selective reactivity of acrylonitrile with inosine to induce 
measurable deviations over dRNA-Seq parameters (Figure 
1). We also show acrylonitrile-induced deviations were ade-
quate to validate the presence of actual I- modification in our 
RNA models in a knock-out independent manner. 

Inosine modification associated mismatch error accurately 
reveals A-I modification from dRNA-Seq reads 

   In ONT-Direct RNA Sequencing (dRNA-Seq) platform, 
the reads are defined through multiple parameters such as 
current intensity, trace, dwell time, base quality, mismatch 
errors, deletion, and insertion. The presence of RNA modifi-
cation is shown to alter one or more of the above parameters 
in a modification-specific manner. To systematically evalu-
ate which of the above dRNA-Seq parameter is perturbed by 
the presence of A-I modification, we devised a workflow 
(Figure S1) and synthesized short and long RNA transcripts 
containing inosine harboring identical K-mers as that of bio-
logically occurring A-I editing sites (approximately 50 % in-
corporation, see methods for details, Figure S2). The dRNA-
Seq of unmodified (UM) and inosine(I) modified transcripts 
have shown consistent mismatch error on I-modified sites 
when compared to unmodified sites (Figure 2A & B). To 
comparatively identify the key parameter contributing to dif-
ferentiate UM from I-modified transcripts, we extracted four 
parameters (base quality, mismatch, insertion, and deletion) 
from all possible 5-mers (-2, -1, 0, 1, and 2). Since the grad-
ual migration of 5-mer inside the pore is measured as “squig-
gles,” we employed 5-mer related parameters for all our 

downstream analysis21.     

      Principal component analysis (PCA) on K-mers from 
UM and I-modified with four parameters forms distinct clus-
ters. The control K-mers derived from UM and I-modified 
transcripts fail to form distinct clusters. This indicates that 
the changes in dRNA-Seq parameters are I-modification spe-
cific (Figure 2C, Figure S3). We then generated a support 
vector machine and applied it independently on all parame-
ters (see the methods) to statistically rank the parameter’s 
ability in distinguishing UM from I-modified K-mers. 
Among the four tested parameters, mismatch error was 
shown to predict the modification with high accuracy (> 
80 %). On the other hand, SVM on control K-mers lacked 
accurate prediction on modified K-mers (Figure 2D). Im-
portantly, the differentiating capability of mismatch error 
could be reproduced across independent replicates. Thus, the 

 
Figure 2. Mismatch error act as an accurate proxy for inosine identification 
from dRNA-Seq reads. (A&B) IGV snapshots of short (A) and long IVT 
transcripts (B) used in this work.  unmodified –UM(G), Inosine modified 
50%- I and cyanoethylation treatment- CEI transcripts showing mismatch 
errors. Mismatch frequency > 0.1 are represented in color. Green(adeno-
sine), orange (guanosine), blue (cytosine) and red (thymine). Bold underline 
and the accompanying sequence represent the pre-determined sites of ino-
sine (X) incorporation during IVT synthesis (C) Principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) plot showing the first two principal components. Each dot rep-
resents a five-nucleotide K-mer in the synthetic sequence and has been col-
ored based on the condition. The PCA is performed using 15 features (Mis-
match, insertion, deletion, and base quality) extracted across five positions 
(-2, -1, 0, 1, 2) from each K-mers. Modified K-mers contain a minimum of 
one pre-determined modification site, while control K-mer is derived from 
other regions of the transcript. Colors represent K-mers transcripts identity 
as UM (yellow), I (blue), and CEI (maroon). (D) ROC curve showing SVM 
prediction power using features- mismatch (red), insertion(green), deletion 
(blue) and base quality (cyan) on separating K-mers derived from UM, I and 
CEI transcripts.    
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results substantiate the reliability of I-modification associ-
ated mismatch errors in predicting A-I editing sites from 
dRNA-Seq reads. 

To comparatively analyze the signal intensity pa-
rameter, we employed TOMBO22 packages to statistically 
score significant signal difference (∆ signal difference) be-
tween UM and I-modified IVT RNA (short). The first step 
in the TOMBO workflow is `resquiggle`, where the raw sig-
nal is matched to the corresponding sequence. The second 
step is to perform comparative analysis using raw signals to 
identify regions with ∆ signal difference. TOMBO uses the 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test) to calculate ∆ signal 
differences with a score ranging from zero to one where the 
values moving towards one indicate the regions with a max-
imal signal difference. TOMBO computed statistics only for 
selected regions in the long-modified transcripts (data not 
shown). Therefore, only the short I-modified were used for 
all TOMBO analysis and it showed calculations evenly 
across its length. Comparison of UM and I-modified tran-
scripts signals showed that the ∆ signal differences were 
mostly around I-modified sites. All the I-modified sites were 
captured by TOMBO calling for sequences with ∆ signal dif-
ference, but they also captured a few unmodified sites (Fig-
ureS4).  Though TOMBO shows ∆ signal differences be-
tween UM and I-modified transcripts, it is still not a reliable 
parameter for A-I sites identification owing to the dispersal 
of signal differences peak from actual I-modified sites. 
Therefore, mismatch errors serve as a more accurate proxy 
to detect I-modification with single-base resolution from 
dRNA-Seq reads.   

Acrylonitrile reactivity validates inosine-associated mis-
match error by altering the current signal 

To verify if inosine modifications associated mis-
match error (MAME) can be validated through chemical ad-
ducts, we explored if we can adapt the acrylonitrile selective 
reactivity (Figure 1) towards I-modification in the dRNA-
Seq platform. Acrylonitrile selectively cyanoethylate I-mod-
ification at N1 position to form N1-cyanoethyl inosine 
(CEI)23 (Figure 1A). CEI transcripts were generated by 
treating the I-modified transcripts (short) with acrylonitrile. 
Initially, acrylonitrile treatment was performed on transcript 
where all predetermined sites in synthesized RNA molecules 
contain I-modification (100% inosine). But this fully modi-
fied transcript after acrylonitrile treatment yielded failed 
reads (q score < 7) during dRNA-Seq runs. On the contrary, 
our in vitro transcribed (IVT) RNA with approximately 50% 
of inosine incorporation yielded usable (pass) reads after ac-
rylonitrile treatment. Therefore, we used the I-modified tran-
scripts for cyanoethylation reaction. RNA was treated with 
acrylonitrile for 30 mins 23, and the reactivity was confirmed 
using HPLC and mass spectrometry (Figure S2). The size 
and concentration of RNAs were confirmed using a bioana-
lyzer (Figure S5A). Our APCA and SVM analysis from 5-
mers derived from I and CEI transcripts revealed that none 
of the four parameters i.e., base quality, mismatch, insertion, 

and deletion, could be used for classification and ensuing 
prediction (Figure 2C).  

On the other hand, TOMBO analysis based on ∆ 
signal difference efficiently captured all I-modified sites, 
whereas they also captured a few unmodified sites (Figure 
3A-F and Figure S4B) as observed in the UM vs. I-modified 
condition. But it is important to note here that in the chemical 
probe-based condition, the dispersal of the signal difference 
can be corrected using I-MAMEs. Therefore, MAMEs act as 
the proxy for I-modification base resolution and ∆ signal dif-
ferences could be used for validation. It is also important to 
note here that all our results were derived from transcripts 
with 50% I-modification, but under in vivo conditions, the 
overall A-I editing levels were shown to range from 77% to  

 
Figure 3. Chemical probe-based dRNA-Seq validates inosine sites using 
signal and trace value difference. Violin plot showing kernel density esti-
mate & inner boxplot showing interquartile range and median of unmodified 
(UM)-G, inosine modified-I and acrylonitrile treated inosine (CEI) nucleo-
base. (A)signal (B) base probability (trace), (C) dwell time of RNA in the 
center of the CsgG pore (Dwell Time-0) and (D) that in the center of ATP-
dependent motor protein helicase (Dwell Time-10) (E) IGV snapshot show-
ing mismatch error profile and TOMBO based signal comparison between 
I (50%) and CEI (50%) transcripts. The K-S test was used to compute signal 
difference (∆ signal) statistics between I and CEI conditions. The sites with 
K-S test value > 0.2 are considered to harbor statistically significant signal 
difference. Mismatch frequency > 0.05 are represented in color. Green 
(adenosine), orange (guanosine), blue (cytosine) and red (thymine). (F) 
TOMBO raw signal overlay plot for selected regions between I and CEI 
transcripts. The nucleotide highlighted in yellow are pre-determined inosine 
incorporation sites. (G) Density plot showing distribution of signal intensity 
(SI) and trace (TR) among unmodified-G, modified-I and CEI conditions. 
The distributions are shown for position 65 in the synthetic RNA (position 
‘0’ in the figure) and its upstream and downstream positions as -1 and +1 
(see above, Figure 3F). (H) Grouped bar plot showing signal and trace value 
difference (ST-diff) by comparing I-modified sites in I-100%, I-50% and 
CEI conditions using nanoRMS- KNN classification algorithms. The signal 
intensity and trace from -1, 0, +1 sites were used for the calculation. 
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1.2 % in human tissues24. Accordingly, we computationally 
estimated the effect of inosine concentration in the acryloni-
trile-based validation method by gradually reducing the 
modified reads in I-modified and CEI conditions with un-
modified reads. The results showed that the minimal concen-
tration detected by our chemical probe-based dRNA-Seq ap-
proach is about 40% (Figure S6). Therefore, dRNA-Seq ap-
proach is more suitable for recovering the heavy or moderate 
A-I editing sites. Further improvements like the targeted ap-
proach to be detailed in the following section could over-
come this detection limit. 

Acrylonitrile alters the trace value of inosine modified sites 

TOMBO comparative analysis considers only the 
signal difference. However, along with the signal difference, 
the base probability (trace), dwell time of RNA in the center 
of the CsgG pore (Dwell Time-0, DT-0), and that in the cen-
ter of ATP-dependent motor protein helicase (Dwell Time -
10, DT-10)18 were also observed to be altered (Figure 3A). 
Recently Begik et al. developed a workflow termed 
nanoRMS, where RNA modification was shown to deviate 
both signal and trace values of dRNA-Seq reads. Hence, we 
followed the nanoRMS workflow to collectively measure the 
signal and trace value difference (ST-diff) induced by I-mod-
ification and CEI. (Note: nanoRMS estimates stoichiometry, 
considering acrylonitrile reactivity is not quantitative, we re-
fer to it as ST-diff). We first estimated the ST-diff induced 
by I-modification by comparing the modified sites in 100% 
and 50% I-modified K-mers against UM transcript. The 
100% I-modified transcript showed ST-diff in the range of 
79%-89%. On the other hand, for the 50% I-modified tran-
script, we observed the expected decrease in ST-diff, 51%-
61%. In the case of CEI, ST-diff was 49-56%. Thus, the 
nanoRMS quantification clearly shows that CEI adducts 
could significantly perturb the signal and trace value of 
dRNA-Seq reads as inosine modification. Taken together, it 
is evident that CEI creates a significant change in signal and 
trace value. 

Chemical probe-based dRNA-Seq assess pseudouridine 
sites 

Acrylonitrile also reacts with pseudouridine (Ψ) to 
form N1- cyanoethyl Ψ (CEΨ); however, the reactivity is 
much lower when compared to that with I-modification23 in 
our followed reaction condition (Figure S7). Also, CEΨ 
cannot stall reverse transcriptase during cDNA synthesis and 
remains silent and undetectable in the SBS platform25. Hence, 
we explored whether acrylonitrile reactivity towards Ψ can 
reveal actual Ψ sites in dRNA-Seq reads by following a sim-
ilar workflow described for I modification. As shown in Fig-
ure S8, we observed Ψ associated mismatch errors where Ψ 
has been misinterpreted as either C or U nucleobase, while 
similar observations were reported by 19,26,20,18.  PCA on K-
mers further revealed that the two parameters (base quality 
and mismatch errors) could sort K-mers into UM and Ψ mod-
ified clusters (Figure S8G and S8H). Like CEI adduct, CEΨ 
not altered parameters like base quality, mismatch, deletion, 
and insertion, but shows ∆ signal differences in TOMBO 
comparative analysis between Ψ and CEΨ showed around 
actual Ψ modification sites (Figure S9). Since the reactivity 

of acrylonitrile towards Ψ modification is partial under our 
followed reaction condition, we have not further explored Ψ 
modification in our work. But we should also be aware that 
acrylonitrile shows mild cross-reactivity with modifications 
other than I and Ψ 27. Still, those modifications are less abun-
dant and not explored in this study. 

Targeted approach reveals in vivo transcriptome A-I edit-
ing sites  

We then tested our chemical probe-based dRNA-
Seq method on mouse brain poly-A enriched mRNA. We 
generated the CE (-) mock-treated datasets, in which RNA is 
subjected to 70 °C for 30 min without acrylonitrile, and ac-
rylonitrile-treated referred to as CE (++) (Figure 3A and 
S1B). The acrylonitrile reactivity on the mouse transcrip-
tome was confirmed using cyanoethylation coupled with 
Sanger sequencing, a gold standard method for A-I valida-
tion. As expected, we observed cyanoethylation-mediated ‘G’ 
peak depletion in the bonafide A-I editing sites on Gria2, 
Kcan1 gene (Figure S10)25. All the samples were sequenced 
using independent flow cells, the resulting FAST5 files were 
base called to FASTQ files using GUPPY and mapped using 
Minimap2 against the mouse transcriptome references (refer 
methods). The gene count shows a good correlation within 
biological replicates (r=0.93 & 0.95) 

 
Figure 4. Targeted approach reveals in vivo transcriptome A-I editing sites 
(A) Overview showing different conditions of mouse brain samples sub-
jected to nanopore sequencing. (B&C) Agreement between different condi-
tions of mouse brain dRNAseq (B) CE (-) versus CE1(++) and (C) CE (-) 
versus CE2(++). (D&E) Barplot showing mismatch frequency on pre-anno-
tated inosine modification sites from dRNA-Seq run. (D) CE (-) and (E) 
merged reads from biological replicates CE (++). (F) Schematics depicting 
Nano ICE-Seq workflow (G) IGV snapshot of CE (-) versus CE2(++) show-
ing depletion of guanosine upon cyanoethylation in Gria2, Kcna1, Ndufa12, 
Itf22, Wipi2 in mouse brain. Mismatch frequency > 0.2 are represented in 
colours. Green(adenosine), orange (guanosine), blue (cytosine) and red 
(thymine). 
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and an independently published mouse brain dRNA-Seq 
transcriptome (r=0.84-0.87) Figure 4B, Figure S11. Map-
ping statistics, N50 revealed moderate fragmentation of in-
put RNA due to the high temperature used in acrylonitrile 
treatment (Table S1). Due to the low coverage of our dRNA-
Seq datasets (Table S1), we chose to evaluate the previously 
reported A-I and Ψ sites from RADAR28, REDI portal data-
base29 and published literature30. We filtered bonafide sites 
overlaps with the SNP database (dSNP 142) (Figure S1B).  
We chose to have a read count cut-off (> 5 reads) that yielded 
thirteen and twenty-seven bonafide A-I and Ψ sites with mis-
match errors (Table S2 and S3). As shown in the representa-
tive genes (Figure 4D and 4E), the in vivo A-I editing sites 
captured using dRNA-Seq showed I-associated mismatch er-
rors. Considering the biological relevance of four genes 
(Ndufa12, Wipi2, Tox4, and Itf22) implicated in social stress 
and neuropsychiatric disorders, we performed cyanoethyla-
tion-based Sanger validation of four A-I editing sites (Figure 
4F-H). The Sanger validation revealed that the dRNA-Seq 
mismatch error inferred as the I in the Tox4 site harbored 
SNV (Figure S12). 

We also developed a workflow termed `Nano ICE-
Seq` for targeted validation of I sites by combining the chem-
ical probe with ONT cDNA-Sequencing (Figure 4F). We 
performed multiplexed PCR for amplifying selected inosine 
sites (Gria2, Kcna1, Ndufa12, Wipi2, and Ift22) from mouse 
brain RNA subjected to CE (-) and CE (++) conditions. In-
terestingly, Nano ICE-Seq efficiently recovered the bonafide 
A-I sites in Gria2 and Kcna in the mouse brain that were not 
captured in our mouse brain dRNA-Seq25. In general, the I-
modified site in RNA gets converted to “G” upon reverse 
transcription. These “G” disguised I-modified reads are fur-
ther depleted in acrylonitrile conditions due to the stalling of 
reverse transcriptase by CEI adduct. Accordingly, in Nano 
ICE-Seq, the CE (++) condition shows depletion of “G” on 
all the tested A-I editing sites (Figure 4G). Nano ICE-Seq 
workflow is beneficial when low coverage is an issue. Fur-
thermore, Nano ICE-Seq’s total workflow from experiment 
to analysis ranges 24-30h, and it can be adapted in clinical 
scenarios for A-I editing screens with diagnostic potential. 

Discussion 

Recently, RNA modification-associated mismatch 
errors (MAMEs) have been used as a proxy for profiling 
modification from dRNA-Seq reads. Here, we have shown 
that A-I editing can be accurately identified using mismatch 
error with an accuracy greater than 80% using synthetic 
RNA and support vector machine learning (Figure 2). How-
ever, there is a need for comparative analysis using an un-
modified dataset to segregate MAMEs from the other con-
founding noises in the dRNA-Seq platform. In this proof-of-
concept study, we have substituted the need for such a null 
data set and demonstrated that the acrylonitrile`s selective 
reactivity with A-I and Ψ modification induces a distinct pro-
file to validate that MAME from noise. The nanoRMS work-
flow shows that chemical probes efficiently alter trace value 

along with signal intensity (Figure 4H).  Since acrylonitrile 
has the optimal reactivity towards I-modification12, we em-
ployed it in this proof-of-concept study to demonstrate the 
adaptation of a chemical probe in the dRNA-Seq platform 
for revealing actual I modification. Future studies will focus 
on screening the new chemical probes, specifically, the de-
rivatives of acrylonitrile of varying sizes31;32 and physico-
chemical properties with attentive consideration of its impact 
on ONT parameters. 

Our dRNA-Seq on mouse brain revealed bonafide 
A-I sites through mismatch errors. However, the unbiased 
denovo capturing of A-I modifications using chemical 
probe-induced signal difference was hindered by lower cov-
erage. Nevertheless, we addressed the issue of low coverage 
associated with the dRNA-Seq by developing Nano ICE-Seq, 
which efficiently captures A-I sites that were not sampled by 
dRNA-Seq. A-I differential editing is implicated in psychi-
atric disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy9. 
The `Quick to Adapt` Nano ICE-Seq with 30 h runtime (ex-
periment to analysis) could be efficiently utilized to probe 
clinically relevant differential A-I sites as diagnostic or prog-
nostic markers. 

Supporting Information 
All the materials and methods including the new workflow 
called Nano ICE-Seq are detailed in the supporting information. 
The description of the extraction of nanopore parameters, 
support vector machine learning and TOMBO analysis are also 
given along with the supplementary figures and tables. 
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